Pre-Assembly
Inspect the product for damage that may have occurred during shipping. In the case of defaults, contact us immediately.

Read the following instructions before attempting usage. If the directions are not clear, contact a healthcare professional or technician.

To achieve the proper adjustments and usage of the hemi walker, consult with a therapist or other medical professional.

Opening/Folding the Walker
To open, hold the top hand grip with one hand and push down on the pivot lock handle with the other hand. Position the pivot handle so that it sits right on top of the cross brace. To fold, reverse the process: pull up the pivot handle until the walker is closed.

Adjust Leg Extensions
Determine the desired height between 29.5" to 34.5" and select the corresponding adjustment hole on the leg of the frame. Push on the leg extension’s snap button, slide to the chosen hole and release the button to lock in place.

Confirm that the chosen adjustment holes are at the same height and that snap buttons are fully positioned through the holes.

Precautions
Do not exceed the maximum user weight of 300 lbs. Use for stability and assistance while walking; do not use for full body weight.

Make sure all snap buttons protrude all the way through the holes. All leg extensions must be set at the same height. Before using, double check that hemi walker has been fully opened and is level to the floor or ground.

The hemi walker is not designed to hold items. Hanging objects on the walker could tip it over and potentially causing personal injury or damage. Periodically inspect rubber tips for wear and tear. If tips are damaged, replace them immediately.

Limited Product Warranty
Patterson Medical warrants that all products shall be free from manufacturing defects for a period of one year from the date of shipment. OTHER THAN THE FOREGOING WARRANTY, PATTERSON MEDICAL MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER MATTER RELATING TO THE PRODUCT. Customer must notify Patterson Medical of any manufacturing defect within five days of discovery of the defect. Upon a determination by Patterson Medical that the product is defective, Patterson Medical sole and exclusive obligations shall be to provide customer with a replacement product or a full refund of the purchase price, at the sole discretion of Patterson Medical, and to reimburse customer for any return freight costs. In no event shall Patterson Medical be liable for any other costs or expenses including lost profits or direct, indirect, consequential, incidental or punitive damages. The warranty set forth herein shall govern all purchases, notwithstanding any inconsistent terms and conditions of customer’s purchase order.